The pandemic of COVID‐19 has made visible our complex and entangled relationships with non‐human agents, particularly our relations with this virus. This pandemic can be interpreted as a relational effect where we have to realise that we are much closer to pathogenic agents than we like to think (Venn, [2010](#soca12855-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). Every ordinary social encounter, like meeting a friend or family member, can be 'threaded through' (Paxson [2012](#soca12855-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}: 180) this viral body. We constantly 'meet and mingle' (Greenhough [2012](#soca12855-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) with countless microorganisms and submicroscopic agents that not only shape the environment in which we live but that 'literally and figuratively make us who we are' (Kirksey et al. [2014](#soca12855-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}: 9). Although these viral and other agents live all around and inside us, they become apparent to us only when they make us sick. When that happens, we strive to cut these ties and disentangle ourselves from these relationships, which otherwise most often fly under the radar. This leads to chasing the Pasteurian dream of 'pure' social relationships without a third party (pathogenic agents) and a germ‐free world without pathogenic presence. However, the case of COVID‐19 clearly has shown that these viral agents are unpredictable, unknowable and difficult to manage, shattering the Pasteurian dream and showing that our lives cannot that easily be disentangled from non‐human agents.

Our response to this human--viral interconnectedness has been microbiopolitical. Where biopolitics focuses on governing individuals and populations, microbiopolitics is about ways how we recognise, manage and govern human encounters with microbes, viruses and other organisms (Paxson [2012](#soca12855-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). The current governance of human--viral relationships is mediated. In order to control viral encounters, one has to control our bodies (complying with strict hand hygiene, mandatory temperature checks, avoiding physical contact), space (keeping a 2‐metre distance, disinfecting public spaces, avoiding certain spaces like schools, public gatherings) and objects (disinfecting phones, laptops, considering whether items we touch might be contaminated). As a result, these mediums also become subjected to viral control. We also categorise these mediums into various risk levels, like high‐risk patients or spaces (e.g. hospitals), and certain microbiopolitical measures and limitations are affixed for them, depending on the allocated risk they possess. Since we are dealing with an invisible object of governance, these mediums also serve as a way to make the virus visible and thus knowable. Thereby, managing viral encounters means managing our encounters with these mediums -- other people, spaces and objects.

Although human--viral entanglement can bring tragic and profound effects, the Pasteurian dream is insufficient for thinking and acting with when dealing with microbial and viral encounters. The world we live in asks for more nuanced and complex co‐existence.
